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Unit 7Unit 7Unit 7

❖ [1-4] Read the passage and answer the questions. 

  This movie is based on the real life story of Michael 
Oher, an American professional football player. He was 
(A) [separated / separating] from his mother when he was 
very young. He had little formal education and (B) [few / a 
few] skills to help him learn. Ⓐ               , when he was 
seventeen, his friend’s father introduced him to Coach 
Cotton, the football coach at Wingate Christian School. 
The coach was [impressed by / impressing] Michael’s size 
and athleticism and got him Ⓑ                 to the school 
Ⓒ despite his low academic record.

1.1.1. Which choice is most appropriate for word pairs 
(A)~(C)?

   (A)    (B)     (C) 
① separated … a few … impressed by
② separating … a few … impressed by
③ separated … few … impressed by
④ separating … few … impressing
⑤ separated … few … impressing

2.2.2. Which is most appropriate for blank Ⓐ?

① Besides ② In addition          ③ In fact
④ In contrast ⑤ However

3.3.3. Choose the best form of verb ‘admit’ for blank Ⓑ.

① admitted ② to admit ③ admitting
④ to admitting ⑤ admit

4.4.4. Choose the choice that does NOT paraphrase 
underlined part Ⓒ appropriately in grammar.

① in spite of his low academic record.
② despite his academic record was low.
③ though his academic record was low.
④ despite the fact that his academic record was low.
⑤ in spite of the fact that his academic record was low.

5.5.5. Which order best completes the passage?

  This movie is based on the real life story of Michael 
Oher, an American professional football player. 

(A) The coach was impressed by Michael’s size and 
athleticism and got him admitted to the school despite his 
low academic record.

(B) However, when he was seventeen, his friend’s father 
introduced him to Coach Cotton, the football coach at 
Wingate Christian School. 

(C) He was separated from his mother when he was very 
young. He had little formal education and few skills to 
help him learn. 

① (A)－(C)－(B)     ② (B)－(A)－(C)     ③ (B)－(C)－(A)
④ (C)－(A)－(B)     ⑤ (C)－(B)－(A)

❖ [6-8] Read the passage and answer the questions.

  The night before Thanksgiving, Leigh Anne Tuohy and 
her family 그들의 집으로 가는 중이다 when they notice Michael (A) 
[walking / to walk] on the road, (B) [shivering / to shiver] 
in the cold in a short-sleeved shirt. Sean Tuohy asks 
Michael where (C) [he is / is he] headed, and he replies 
① reluctantly ② that he is ③ headed to the school gym. 
Leigh Anne then gets ④ off the car and ⑤ walks up to 
Michael.

6.6.6. Put the underlined part into English. 

→                                                  
  

7.7.7. Which answer choice is most appropriate for word 
pairs (A)~(C)?

   (A)    (B)     (C) 
① walking … shivering … is he
② to walk … to shiver … is he
③ walking … to shiver … he is
④ to walk … to shiver … he is
⑤ walking … shivering … he is

8.8.8. Which of the options numbered ①~⑤ is NOT 
grammatically correct?

 ①            ②            ③            ④            ⑤
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9.9.9. Which of the options numbered ①~⑤ is NOT 
grammatically correct?

Leigh Anne: Hey, my name is Leigh Anne Tuohy. My kids 
go to Wingate. You ① said ② you’re going 
to the gym?

Michael slowly nods.

Leigh Anne: The school gym’s closed.

Michael ③ takes this in but doesn’t respond.

Leigh Anne: Why are you going to the gym?

Michael:      (hesitantly) Because... it’s warm.

Leigh Anne: Do you have any place to stay tonight?

Michael ④ eyes the ground and then nods.

Leigh Anne: Tell the truth to me.

  In the car, Sean and his son SJ watch the discussion 
without ⑤ being heard any of it. Leigh Anne looks to 
Sean and then back to Michael.

 ①            ②            ③            ④            ⑤

10.10.10. Which answer choice is most appropriate for word 
pairs (A)~(C)?

Sean I’ve seen that look many times. She’s about 
(A) [to get / to getting] her way.

Leigh Anne makes her way back to the car with Michael 
behind her.

Sean        Where are we going?

Leigh Anne Home.

Scene 2

Slowly, Michael becomes a member of the Tuohy family. 
Leigh Anne sends Christmas cards with a family picture 
on them that (B) [includes / include] Michael. A few days 
later, she has lunch with her friends as usual. Leigh 
Anne’s wealthy friends do not understand (C) [what / that] 
she is doing. 

Elaine You just looked tiny next to him in the 
picture. Right? Like Jessica Lange and King Kong.

   (A)    (B)     (C) 
① to get … includes … that
② to getting … includes … that
③ to get … includes … what
④ to getting … include … what
⑤ to get … include … what

❖ [11-16] Read the passage and answer the questions.

Beth: Hey, does Michael get the family discount at 
your husband’s restaurants? If he (A) [does / 
is], your husband’s gonna lose a few stores.

Her friends break into laughter.

Leigh Anne: He’s a great kid.

Elaine: (sarcastically) I just say make it (B) [official / 
officially] and adopt him.

There are big laughs at the idea.

Leigh Anne: He’s gonna be eighteen in a few months. It 
doesn’t really make much sense to (C) 
[legally / legal] adopt him.

They realize she’s thought about it and stop Ⓐ [laughing / 
to laugh]. After a while...

Leigh Anne: Look, here’s the deal. I don’t need you all Ⓑ 
[to approve / approving] of my choices, all 
right? But I do ask you Ⓒ[to respect/respect] 
ⓐ them. You (have  been  what  no through 
this  idea  boy’s).

Beth:         I think ⓑ [what / that] you’re doing is so great
—to open up your home to him. Honey, 
you’re changing that boy’s life.

Leigh Anne: No. He’s changing ⓒ mine.

11.11.11. Which answer choice is most appropriate for word 
pairs (A)~(C)?

   (A)    (B)     (C) 
① does … official … legal
② is … official … legal
③ does … official … legally
④ is … officially … legally
⑤ does … officially … legally

12.12.12. Which answer choice is most appropriate for word 
pairs Ⓐ~Ⓒ?

   Ⓐ    Ⓑ     Ⓒ
① laughing … to approve … respect
② to laugh … approving … respect
③ laughing … approving … to respect
④ to laugh … approving … to respect
⑤ laughing … to approve … to respect

13.13.13. What does ⓐ them refer to? Write in English.

→                            
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14.14.14. Rearrange the words in parentheses to be 
grammatically and contextually appropriate. 

→                                                                  
 

15.15.15. Choose the one that is grammatically correct in word 
pair ⓑ.

→                
what 

16.16.16. What does ⓒ mine refer to? Write in English.

→                            

❖ [17-18] Read the passage and answer the questions.

Scene 3

Michael’s grades improve slowly, and he is eventually (A) 
[allowed / allowing] to join the school football team. He 
starts to practice with his team members but has some 
problems due to his polite and gentle nature. One day, 
Leigh Anne is watching the football team (B) [practice / to 
practice]. Michael is not doing well. She knows she has to 
(C) [remind / be reminded] him of his “protective 
instincts.”

Cotton: Well, at least he’ll look good coming off the 
bus. They’ll be terrified till they Ⓐ will realize 
he’s a marshmallow. Looks like Tarzan; 
plays like Jane.

Leigh Anne: Give me a minute, Mr. Cotton.

17.17.17. Which answer choice is most appropriate for word 
pairs (A)~(C)?

   (A)    (B)     (C) 
① allowed … practice … be reminded
② allowing … practice … be reminded
③ allowed … practice … remind
④ allowing … to practice … remind
⑤ allowed … to practice … remind

18.18.18. Correct underlined part Ⓐ ‘will realize’ to be 
grammatically appropriate.

→                                
  

19.19.19. Which answer choice is most appropriate for word 
pairs (A)~(C)?

Despite Cotton’s warning, Leigh Anne walks up to 
Michael, who is in the middle of the field.

Leigh Anne: Come. Michael, do you remember when we 
first went to that strange part of town? And I 
was a little bit scared, and you told me (A) 
[not to / to not] worry about it because you 
had my back. Do you remember that?

Michael:      Yes, ma’am.

Leigh Anne: And if anyone (B) [had tried / tried] to get to 
me, you would have stopped them, all right? 
And when you and SJ were in that car 
accident, what did you do to that air bag 
which (C) [could have / can have] hurt SJ?

Michael:      I stopped it.

   (A)    (B)     (C) 
① not to … had tried … can have
② to not … tried … can have
③ not to … tried … could have
④ to not … tried … could have
⑤ not to … had tried … could have
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20.20.20. Choose the one which is NOT grammatically correct.

She brings Patrick, another player on the team.

Leigh Anne: Patrick here is your running back. When you 
① look at him, you think of SJ and how 
you’d never let anyone or anything ② hurt 
him. Are you gonna protect the family, 
Michael?

Michael:      Yes, ma’am.

Leigh Anne: Good boy. Now, go ③ have some fun.

After hearing Leigh Anne’s encouragement, Michael starts 
to dominate on the field. He drives one defender to the 
ground. He drops back, knocks down another defender, 
and then ④ takes on more defenders while Tony 
completes a pass. He pushes three defenders away, ⑤ 
clearing the way of Patrick to run through.

❖ [21-22] Read the passage and answer the questions.

Thereafter, Michael had a great high school football 
career. He was ① recruited by many universities. Upon 
graduating from the University of Mississippi, Michael was 
② drafted by the Baltimore Ravens in the first round. ③ 
Thanks to this family that took care of him when he was 
nobody, this homeless boy could have a future as an 
athlete. ④ That was only when he became a member of 
the family ⑤ that he could truly discover his potential and 
realize his dreams.

21.21.21. Which is NOT grammatically correct?

①           ②           ③           ④           ⑤

22.22.22. Choose the choice that does NOT paraphrase the 
underlined part appropriately in grammar.

① Graduating from the University of Mississippi,
② As soon as he graduated from the University of 

Mississippi,
③ No sooner had he graduated from the University of 

Mississippi than
④ He had no sooner graduated from the University of 

Mississippi than
⑤ Scarcely he had graduated from the University of 

Mississippi before
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